INVOCATION: Heart of Creation, Sun Presence, We Give Recognition of the Pure Light from
the Great Central Sun! Christ Presence, Bathe Us In Your Divine Love! Radiate In Through
and All Around the Atomic Structure of Our Bodies and All Cells Within It, t he Diamond
Brilliance of Pulsating Living Fire In Its Full Radiation In Equilibrium Within the Altar of the
Heart, the Threefold Divine Chambers. With Each Inhale Through the Crown, the Breath of
Purity Enters Our Bodies. Divine Spark, Expand and Hold the Pulsating Diamond White Light
and Its Divine Structure of the Sacred DNA Template Within the Highest Vibrations Possible
Through the Divine Will of God. Anchor Its Purity Until All the Cells and Their Atomic
Structures Become One With Infinite Divine Father Mother Creation. Elevate Our Cells Into
the Christ Fire Light, the Rebirth of Christ Embodiment Upon Earth. We Unite In Gods Higher
Vision with the Elements, Elementals, Nature Devas, Angelic Kingdoms, With and Through
the Elemental Grace Alliance Desires In the Expression of Divine Creation and Divine
Consciousness. All Life Is God, All Life Is Immaculate and One In the Divine Plan’s Fulfilment.
Master Presence, You Are the Commanding Presence Wherever ‘I AM’.
White Light of a Thousand Suns, Shine Your Light from Within Us. Strike Your Cosmic Sword
of Blue Flame Into All Conditions that Is not Constructive Within Our Life. Burn It Up
Instantly, Annihilate Its Cause. Unfed Flame, Christ Light, Divine Love of All Creation Come
Here to Abide Within mankind and Earth Forever. Blaze Your Sacred Fire Love’s
Indestructible Purity. Dissolve and Consume the Root Cause of Every destructive condition
to Life. We Feel and Invite the Outpouring Sacred Fire Qualities from the Octaves of Golden
Light Into the Altar of Our Heart and World. We Have Chosen to Be the Anchor of Peace, the
Pillar of White Light Within the Nation. Cosmic Sun Presence, Radiate Your Force of Light
Through Us for All Eternity. Stillness and Peace Enter Into the Structure of Our Bodies, the
Land and Its People. Prevention Control of Golden Light, Manifest Your Dominion Forever.
In God’s Grace, Beloved Peace and Aloha, Seal this Invocation Until It Is Wholly Complete.
MAHA CHOHAN: Dear and Beloved Seekers of Immortal Truth, it was Planned that Our Brother Lord
Jesus was going to follow My Beloved Divine Consort, Pallas Athena, however, there has been a
development, which requires Me to bring some deeper Clarification to this matter of the Present
Formulas of Approach within the Structural Formation of the EGA and its Forum; where the
Influencing Spheres and the Circles of Light, continue to struggle with the Understanding of why
there is the need to Constitute the Form of the present day EGA Group Energetic Forcefield, into 2

Functions, 2 Groups and 2 Activities, and thus breaking it all down into its Visual Dividing Cellular
Self and Individualized Forms.
The simple answer is that it must comply with Cosmic Law! Not enough? Then know this is about
Liberty and Freedom; Liberty and Freedom of what? Yourselves Dear Hearts, yourselves! You see,
each ‘I AM’ Presence is endowed with a Special Virtue, which, by Cosmic Law, is to nourish, expand
and Radiate to the world of form as well as to Its fellow man and woman. And should the individual
be not cognizant as to what that particular Virtue is, he or she, should ask the Holy Christ Presence
Within, to Reveal it to him or her, for its full Enlightenment is a Sacred Duty and a Part of One’s
Divine Obligation for the coming into the world of form.
This comes down to the ability of each person to be able to make their Inner Connections through
communicative skills to first Know Thyself, then to Know Those Who are within their Influential
Living Love and Light Forcefields, namely, their Body Elemental, their Guardian Angel, their Master
Sponsors and then their Soul Connection and the Family they have come to this incarnation for the
Path and Purpose in which they can together Co-Create All Within a Unified Forcefield of Divine
Partnership. A Partnership with the Heart of the Mother’s Love and Divine Nurturance and the
Creative Father’s Light and Power.
Yet within the Elemental Grace Alliance Forcefield, an anomaly has been unconsciously created
whereby all Members have, over time, become preoccupied with their own individualized creations
and away from the Original Focus. This can be seen as “Falling Victim To Outer Worldly Influences”.
This is due to many things, but here is something to think more about!
As We look upon the Earth with Our Inner Sight, great tides can be seen of what We call psychic or
astral matter! Remember St Germain spoke to you all about this phenomena a while back alerting
you all to these conditions. Some of you took noticed and earnestly became aware of these
conditions and did your best to Protect yourselves and steer away from them, but others in their
lack of awareness allowed those energies to come closer, as, where there is most Light, that
Attracted Field will draw close all that is not harmonious, to test you in your convictions.
These conditions are born from within the mental and feelings of all people living upon earth and so
your Living Forcefield fell victim to the mass consciousness of such things once again. These tides
are definite strata’s of consciousness and as everything works as vibrations, like attracts like, and
without the Protection and Living Awareness of Conscious Attention such vibrational psychic and
astral energies easily find another place to reproduce and strengthen their holds upon the unwary!
For all thoughts and feelings, of anything less than God’s Love, only rents holes within their Tubes
of Protective Light and again connects the lifestream with the mass tides of indignation, fear, worry,
anxiety, illness and lack of Peace and Balance in One’s Life! And no matter how Powerful Your Body
Elemental and Guardian Angel Is, your thoughtforms create your continued reality, for are the
Master of your own creations!

In the Discourse of this Series in Part 2, The Great Divine Director shared,
“This, to help Electrify and Magnetize you all into a more Complete Sensitivity of Feeling of the
Immensity of the Work of this Shamballa Divine Plan. You are now beginning to Step into a New
Time Cell that will offer you more Responsibilities and Privileges, that will help to move Humanity
into its next Stage of Evolutionary Progress. You still have a little way to go as to your Overall Group
Unity in Association with the Ashramic Group Life, but some of you are now Standing upon a
Threshold as an Individualized Sphere of Influence, while getting ready to step through the Rings of
Consciousness that you have been Promised!” End Excerpt.
To Divinely Understand this in a much more Cognitive Way, you need to become far more aware of
the Roles that the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host play in the Form of any Combined Forcefield.
And human beings, need to comprehend the Demands that will be placed upon them to Consciously
fulfil Their Obligations Within a Living Organism Forcefield. The difference between a Combined or
Collective Forcefield and a mixed or separated forcefield, comes down to the level of consciousness
and thoughtforms that remain within the participating or non-participating parties involved.
In other words, the Unity of Consciousness, as in the Truth of the One Mind, One Heart, or the
disarray of consciousness within the separated forcefield. Both are Attractor Fields, but one is of a
Higher Resonance and the other a lower resonance. No right or wrong here, just different fields of
Influence and Light! Both fulfilling Cosmic Law, but one, in Unison and Divine Order and the other
in singularity and disorder.
To Create the Higher Frequency Combined Forcefield it is imperative that the Divine Balance
of Masculine and Feminine Qualities and Virtues must be achieved and that is why We are
going to such a length to cover all aspects of your New Daily Potentials as the New
Opportunities are Attracted to you, to Embrace with Higher Love, Acceptance and Inner
Knowing Activated and Followed Through with Consistency, Heart Felt Inner Volition and
Rightful Application to God Life, through your New Petition!
So let Us now travel down Memory Lane, to refresh your Memories about How important the
unascended human relationship to all Life is Demanding, before they can Divinely Employ the
Full and Undivided Attention of All human Body Elementals, Guardian Angels, Elementals,
Devas and Angelic Host, indeed All God Life to your personal deployment of the Mother’s
Magnetism in Love and the Father’s Electrical Impulse in Light!
In My Discourse within the EGA God Awakening Book, 5 years ago, ‘Maha Chohan - Guest
Speaker - Narayana and Divine Grace - The Elemental Grace Alliance Council, 9th January 2016’,
where I described what a Forcefield was.
“A ‘Forcefield’ then, by definition, herein the understanding for Earth Purposes, is a consciously
magnetized focus of Energy Created by a person or a group of persons or Beings, for the objective of

Benevolent Service to a particular Principle, Facet, Function, Condition, or Area of Life and ultimately
to the entire Earth Itself. In the case of the group activity, the Director/s, Ascended Master/s,
Archangel/s or Elohim/Eloah who have been Elected to Over Light the Group in Cooperation with the
Group, first designs within the minds of its Disciples and Members, the particular Activity, to which
the group service is to be consecrated. Therefore, the actual design of the ‘Forcefield’ should be
brought into a visual activity, as in an image or picture, so that all may be sure to direct their energies
into the same activity. It is essential that this picture remain the same at all meetings once it has
been drawn forth so that it will grow and expand its Blessings through the group into the entire
declared parameters of the particular Principle, Facet, Function, Condition, or Area of Life.” End
Excerpt.
So you are now beginning to see why we have stepped up the Awareness for the purpose of
inducing more focused effort to go Deeper, where you can within your ‘I AM Presence, Body
Elemental and Guardian Angel and Master Sponsors, become cognizant as to why you have not
been able to hold your Mighty Forcefield together; not across the Whole of the Elemental
Grace Alliance, The Sun of Even Pressure Council and the various Rules Groups that through
their own Innermost sub-consciousness convictions, saw and felt their own reflections and
thus like most people who try to suppress all that they dislike about their own lives, simply do
not wish to stand and face them off, thus, turn on their heels and slip back into their old
realities! Dear Souls, you NEED to know these things if you are all going to come together in a
Stronger and with a more Encouraging and Beneficial Forcefield, but this time, with a Greater
Efficacy in a Divine Partnership with the Whole of God Life!
Please understand however, that if you are going to accept the Taking Charge of the
Atmosphere around you and the World, then you must find the resolutions and balances in
your lives where you are no longer under any illusions of addictions, that your lifestyle
compliments your rising Resonance and the relationships of people and things around you,
past and present, that may not be in Alignment with you and your Divine Path, Mission and
Purpose.
You may like to review the Take Charge Discourses of St Germain and Lord Melchizedek as
another refresher?
So, what I Am Proposing here, as part of the Resetting of Christ Time Reset Petition is once
again review My Discourse which I hope will refresh your memories to see everything from a
new perspective than ever before!
I propose that that Discourse be added now in sequence so that it becomes an additional Light
to which you can see your ways forward in the darkness that pervades and thwarts so many
efforts!

As the Director of the Elementals, I would like you to feel that We choose you to have a lavish
abundance of every good thing; and My Dear Ones, Who supplies you with a lavish abundance
in this world? Does not your supply come through the Beings of Nature and the Powers and
Activities of the Elements? Who else provides that for you? Your Beloved ‘I Am’ Presence can
give you, direct, Its Own Mighty Supply when your Powers of Precipitation come forth . But
until that time, you must learn to cultivate the Love Within You to Create a Living Attractor
Forcefield around you first and then your Ashramic Group. Your Manifestations and supply
‘has’ to come through the avenues of Nature and the Use of the Blessings of the Beings of the
Elementals, because the Beings of the Elementals are not the only Activities within Nature,
and will you show Me one thing on this Earth that you Use that does not come through those
channels?
Since ‘I AM’ the Authority and the Director of those Activities, and since I must Design new
and more beautiful manifestations for the incoming Golden Age of Perfection, then it is
perfectly natural that I would Seek you as the Open Door through whom those Gifts can come.
So the closer We live to each other in that Immortal Love of the Great Christ Presence, the
Mighty ‘I AM’ in the Great Central Sun, the closer We Live Together, you and I, in that daily
Recognition and Love to the Beings of the Elements, will you find Their wonderful Blessings
coming into your hands and Use by ways and means that the world considers Miraculous and
Transcendent. And yet they are but Perfectly natural, Great natural Activities of the Great Law
of Life’s Mighty Love.
Your Love to Me will automatically draw forth My Boundless Love to you, and wouldn’t My
Love contain My Blessings to you? Wouldn’t I love to give you all that you would love to use
to fulfil the Great Divine Plan? That would be My Joy to give to you, that your Joy might be
full. Then as you use those Gifts would you bring that same Joy to the Beings of the Elements
and to the rest of mankind.
So, I say to you, you might consider Me the Guardian at the Gate of the Great Treasure House
of God’s Mighty Universe, God’s Mighty Love for that Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence. Since It is the
Giver of all good, since It has Custodians in every Realm of Activity of Its Mighty Powers and
Its Mighty Blessings, Its Mighty Manifestations, then I say to you, I would like to feel that you
are so at One with Me through Our Great Love for Perfection and Our Love to produce
Perfection in this world, that I will be Free to give you unlimited Blessings and Wealth and
Opulence to Beautify the Earth, to Purify it, to Illumine all things, and to establish that which
becomes the permanent manifestation in this world.
Then will you find yourselves automatically designing those things that have never been in this
world before, and yet which will bring such joy because of their sheer Beauty that they will be
a Raising Influence and will Radiate a Raising Energy and Power of Light to all who behold

them. And you will come to find that Beauty is one of the Raising Activities of Our Love, and
you could not have Perfection without it. We do not bring it forth to gratify any vanity or pride
or anything of that sort, but just because Beauty gives such Happiness that you automatically
Love It.
I AM, Being as helpful as I can with you Dear Brothers and Sisters of the Immortal Truth of Life
and God’s Pure Radiance. It will not take much to Take Charge of your Lives to Raise your
present Resonances and Re-Establish Your White Light of a Thousand Suns, Shining Your Light
from Within You as a Newly Constituted Forcefield; where you will Strike Your Cosmic Sword
of Blue Flame Into All Conditions that are not Constructive Within Your Life. To Burn It Up
Instantly, Annihilating Its Cause. Where the Unfed Flame, Christ Light, Divine Love of All
Creation Shall Abide Within all mankind and Earth Forever. So Dear One’s Blaze Your Sacred
Fire Love’s Indestructible Purity. Dissolve and Consume the Root Cause of Every destructive
condition to Life, by Calling Us with the Clarify of your Inner Knowing and Radiant Vibrational
Resonances of God’s Love and Light.
I Am the Maha Chohan, Awaiting to See a Renewed and more Vibrant Attractor Field Across
the Whole of the Elemental Grace Alliance!
And So, It Is.
BENEDICTION: I Give Praise and Gratitude that ‘I AM’ Going Forward In the Cosmic Pressure
of the Sacred Fire, Blessing All Life Everywhere Continuously Without Limit. Gratefully Giving
Our Attention With Every Atom of Our Being to Our Body Elementals, Guardian Angels,
Angelic Host and Master Sponsors and Our Soul Family Who All Abide Within Us. I ‘AM
Grateful, ‘I AM’ Grateful, ‘I AM’ God Grateful!

